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By WAYNE CIDDIO
Despite financial and organh:ational obstacles, the UNJ.\l Soccer
Club will try to swing into action
and retain the prestige it earned
in the first year of conference
competition lust season.
The soccer team, composed of
the most skillful ·players from the
entire club, went undefeated in
conference play in its" debut year
and compiled a 16·2·0 l'ecord enroute to capturing the Rocky
Mountain Conference title, The
two losses came at the hands of
Denve1· Unive>·sity and Arizona
State.
Members of tl1e thirty-man
squad are Jumal Pl'itcha1·d, Victor Adegunleye, Badru Kiggundu, Jerry Castaneda, Gabrou
Tenlaheimot, Orlando Jemenez,
Leslie Lam, Doc Doisy, Ally Salabez, Kone Mamadon, John Byer,
Bobby Gallegos, George Moore,
John Bakas, Dennis Runyon,
Hugo U1•ibe, and Bill Tarbell.
The squad is divided into A
and B teams. The A team is comprised solely of foreign students
rang·ing in nationality from Afri·
can to Latin American.
The Soccer Club is made up of
nine teams totalling 110 members.
League games are played once or
twice during the week and competition is intense among the members. Jimenez commented, "Competition becomes very heated
when, for example, a group of
Africans is matched against a
group of Latin Americans."
A match with Colorado State
College is tentatively scheduled
for October 1. No admission is
charged for the matches and
seating is provided by the P.E.
Department. An organizational

CLASSIFJED ADVERTISING RATES=
4 line ad., 65~-' times, $2.00, Insertion'
must be aubmittcd by nrnm on day befor~
Pllblication to RQOm 159, Student Publica·
tion' Building, 11r telephone 277-4002 !lr

BY WAYNE CIDDIO
"Violence is the only thing
modem .American society will
. turn an ear to," a member of the
Political Confederation of Free
City StAtes, commonly known aa
the Alian?:a Federal de Mercedes,
told an audience on the UNM
campus last night.
Felix Martine~, representing
the Alianza at an open forum
di!!cUssion .on "Chicano Power in
the United States" sponsQred by
Students for a DemocrAtic Society, explained the reason$ be·
hind the violent assault on tb.e
Tierra Amarilla courthouse June
5. He said the Spanish-American
populace of New Mexico was
"struggling for respect.''
"The Alianza is trying to re~;~tore our culture and our landll
to the poor people of northern
New Mexico. Fraud by the government has pushed the SpanishAmerican people to a point where
physical violence is the only
place to turn," Martinez said,
"The Alianza had planned to
hold a peaceful meeting in Coyote.
in early June. Three days prior
to the meeting the state police,
who had previously been mobil·
ized, began arresting members

zn-no2.

meeting is . planned for Sunday
and interested persons a1•e asked
to contact Jimenez, Ol' Badru Kigg'lHJdu for det·ans. Election of
officers is also on the agenda.
Jimenez, acting• pl'esident of
the Soccer Club and starting
halfback on the varsity, said enthusiasm among team members
was ve1•y high. He added, however, "we are trying to put pressure on the university because no
organizational steps have been
taken yet this year to organize
the club."
He said, "I think a soccer te<J.m
is a useful thing at UNM. We
have gained prestige for the
school and it seems foolish to drop
the soccer program after such a
successful first yea1·!•
Jimenez sees tremendous value
in soccer for UNM's foreign students. "Soecer is one way that
foreign students can really contribute to the university. I canuot play football so I try to help
build the prestige of the school
by playing soccer well," said
Jimenez,
"The feeling of team unity and
spirit is great among the soccer
team, Many times we have been
down in a tight game and pulled
through because everyone offers
·encouragement and aid to each
other. The excitement generated
within the group is unlike anything I have ever seen/' said
Jimenez.
All scheduling for matches and
travel arrangements are handled
by the Soccer Club with little
Coronado playing fields are re•
financial support from UNM.
served through the Physical Education Department. Frank Papcy
has been instrumental in the success of the Club, said Jimenez.

.'

Forty Players Don Uniforms

U. Nine Begin Fall Practice Sessions,

Program Slated to Run Till Oct. 27
Baseball season starts in September at UNM.
Coach Bob Leigh's fall program was initiated last Thurs.
day afternoon when some 40 Lobo ballplayers donned their practice uniforms and cranked . up
their throwing arms for some infield, outfield, and batting practice. The same routine was followed Friday.
This week Leigh will begin a
series of intrasquad games that
will continu~ until Oct. 27, when
the program is slated to end.
After the outdoor program is
over the ballplayers will continue
preparing for next spring by following a. weight-lifting and run-

Revolution Constructive, Says Martinez

WANT ADS

Skillful Soccer Team
Plans Opening Match

ning routine set up by the coach.
At a team meeting early last
week, Leigh told the team, "unfortunately fall practice will be
more meaningful to everybody
this year than it has been in the
past, since for the first time since
I've been here (two years) I'm
going to have to cut the squad.
I expect to use about 20 players
and fall practice should give me
a good idea of who they will be.''

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOMS for rcP.t. Call evenings,
247-9680, Latin American stude!lts wei·
come.

ROOM& BOARD

TH:E COLLEGE INN still haa

som~ Jl,ll•

cammodations available. 20 mcn.ls a week,
inn.id & linen ,aa-vicc, color TV, swim..
ming pool, laundry facilities, private
pa~king, walking distance to campus.
Modctately priced. 803 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this nd.
Free pickup and delivery, Open until 8
p,m. on MandPY & thursday. :E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588,

FOR SALE
I9aB YAMAHA YA·6 Motorcycle. Excellent condition. Call Bob, Z48·0066
after 6 p.m. 9/25, 27, 28, 29
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then ypu don't want
them. Send Cor samPles ·and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Dl!llver, Color!ldo. 80220.

...
i.

~·

LAUNDRY FOR LOVERS I
Our IBM computer fot matching
couples is broken! But WI! have a 16
lb. wnshe~ that bas brought several
lovely couples together, Our three 8
lb. dry-cleaning machines have ptovidd common interest that hns created
many a triancle sitl,tation. Tbe "in"
place to meet the man of your dreams
is not in classes-he's cut them and
is now at this very moment, at SPEED
QUEEN LAUNDRY CENTER, which
is across the ~trcet from the Safeway
Store on Central, which is across tlle
atTeet from the Lobo Theater, which
is Mross the stro:et from • • • It's hard
to explain but the address is 107 Dartmouth S.E. Rush overe

"Great backs will win for you;'
says Oklahoma head football
coach Chuck Fairbanks. "When I
was at Arizona State we tried to
put together a fi]m clip of how
we executed a sweep that bad been
successful for us. We wanted to
include all the basic things that
made the play effective. We looked
at the game film for days, trying
to find the ideal blocking to use
for the clip. We couldn't find it.
What we did find was that our
great backs were ·making the
sweep go without much help.''
Great backs like Charlie Taylor
and Tony Lorick, Fairbanks might
have added,

KDEF ··N·nso

-c"•-aUQUEitque .. so.,.et~
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

LOBO FOOTBALL
Y BROADCASTING COMPANY,

"We have a couple of lineback·
ers I wouldn't trade :for any in
the league," says Tommy Hudspeth, Brigham Young football
coach. He's referring to Sid
Frazier, 210-pound senior, from
Birmingham, Ala., and Crtit.ig Bo·
zich, 205-pound junior from Au·
rora, Colo.

the better students use
BARNES & NOBLE
COLLEGE OUTLINES and EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS
famous educational paperiJaclcs •••
OVER 140 titLES ON tHE FOLLOWING SUBJECtS:
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS

RECREATIONS
SCIENCE

BUSINESS
DRAMA

ETIQUmE
GOVERNMENT

MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

SPEECH

ECONOMICS

HANDICRAFTS

POLinCAl SCIENCE

STUDY AIDS

EDUCATION

HISTORY

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIOLOCY

START RtQHT••• bY\4 \fOUr outlines and Handbooks when
qou get \fOUr textbooksl
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eventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Support :for the Alianza Federal de Mercedes came last night
from James Kennedy, former
UNM student and self-announced
member of the Communist party.
Kennedy also expressed in a Lobo
interview his approval of the
Alianza's militancy.
'I!he would-be founder of a
UNJ.\l chapter of the W.E.B. Du(Continued on page 3)

expert on Asian relations and is
a. relative of the late U.S. Secretary 11f State John Foster Dulles.
Broadening Possible
The tele-lecture system in the
Union Alert Center could also be
used to bring authorities together
for debate and discussion prior to
the campus referendUlll, Tho~:son
said.
Another program for which he
win ask Senate's support is a de·
termined attempt to get students
on policy-maldng bodies on cam(Continued on page 3)
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WASHINGTON, D.C., Aug. 15 world db;armament and r&placed
lr (CPS)-Each of the periods of by the Peace Corps. But from
1965 on, our official view has been
i racial violence and rioting in
American histllry has occurred that violence used to advance
whatever you believe in is legiti•
during war.
This fact was i)ointed out thi11 .mate-a. belief that, stated over
week in a paper by Arthur Was- and over by our symbolic monarch
kow of the Institute for Policy in the White House, permeates
Studies in Washington, which at- the ghetto and the police station
tempts to present new facts and as well.''
Waskow also says white people
remedies for the riots.
"Our worst periods of massive turned the violence against indi·
racial violence have been in 1863, viduals: .. The violence has at first
from 1917 to 1919, in 1943, and been directed chiefly at property
from 1965 to 1967," Waskow rather than people. • • • Once the
\POinted out in "How to Prevent a looting and burning of ilroperty
began, it was the white govern·
Pogrom.''
Waskow says the expense of ments and police that began W"·
; the war in Viet Nam has "chewed use violence against persons."
Waskow says the solution is to
to shreds'' the promise of an end
to poverty for the black commu- ;form neighborhood governments
nity.'' He adds another way in ·in large cities, particularly among
. which the war has affected the black people, who "could build
such governments before they are
J
riots{
"From 1961 to 1964, the official legal and use their existence to
view of the United States govern· force them to become legal.''
Whites, he says, should demand
ment was that war was obsolete
(Continued on page 3)
and disastrous, to be ended in
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Eminent Criminal Lawyer . .
I Will Address U. Audience:·~
... i
1

.

.

N

.

.•

·•

the courtroom has made Baile~· ,.::
one of the most sought-after
d
speaking personalities. As one·
observer put it, "When he speaks ·::;
to 12 jurors, 45 million Ameri- .. ::
cans listen."
Bailey catapultell into fame . ":
1
following his defense of Dr. Sam.
11'(fA 1HOU6H I WALK1'llpPUI.3H "'t\fE' \ALLY Ofit{E:
;~i!~~:t~:te~~~::: =~:rp!~~t;:~\~ Sheppard, resulting in the revers·JJA ODW OF. EJI-r·ll} 1
..
IJIJ.L.k
l;£1\R
..........
E_\111-...
Ctl""J.""'.1
•
It has been sal
of This
Sheppard's
murderbvcon"'
""I
''V
.!' ll..
¥. ••J
ga dget s an d devtces.
viction.
was followed
the
1u~ iOUGHt.SI hAl 'rtlA' IN THE VAUY' ~
·
said that he knows more ~bout
..,
l . I' . .
.
II' . .'
.
. ... "l .. .
. . : electronie snooping than anybody equally sensationll,l trial and M·
hi
h.
•
ex"ept
the FBI. •
quittal of Dr. Carl Coppolino.
THIS INSPIRATION FOR all New Mexico at etes angs 10
"
the UNM training room. No one admits to the origin of the
Bailey, now 33, bas had just
There will be no charge for the
masterl)ieee, but it is rumored that all athlett!s are required to
six years of legal practice before lecture, the second of a series armemorize the !!logan before playing in a varsity contest. This
the bar. However, in addition to ranged by Tom Horn, UNM sen·
photo by_ Lo.be s. pOrts Editor Nooley Reinheardt illus_trates. one
his formal schooling, he served ior, who serves as master of cere. aspect of "'The Psychol()gy of Athletics," the topic of the fi.rst
for three years as a staff legal monies. lntroductioM will be
installment of 11 new weekly Lobo spOrts column, "'The Sportmg
. officer while in the Marine corp1:1. made by Associated Students
Life," to be published in Friday's Lobo.
His unique record of success in l'reaident John Thor3on.
F. Lee Bailey, noted American
' -'·i criminal
lawyer, will speak at 8
p.m. Sunday, Oct. 1, at the UNM
.; Concert Hall. He will appear un•
.ll dOer sp.onsorshfipthofuth!l Sp~takers
ommtttee o
e mvers1 Y·
1
While studying law at .Boston
University, Bailey opened an in-

o.. .

'1·

'oj,l'll.,i--.,
. . ii ... ,. ....,~,,.,,~·~
·' 1 ~ ' " " ' "
"~

,~~·~~...~~·'_."';l/': -~

Riots, War Are Correlated

i

cants for "Who's Who in Am·
erican Colleges and Univer•t• " WJ'll
Sl tes;
. be done ~'"111's year
by Blue Key, senior men's bon•
orary. All interested students
of at least junior (!tanding are
urged to apply. Application
forms are available in the in
the Activities Center of tlie
Union. Deadline i$ Oct. 6.

....._ _ _ _ __

TICKETS ARE STILL on sale at Johnson Gym for the Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass concert
Oct. 14 in University Arena. Tickets are $2, $3, $1, and $5, for UNM students a114 $3, $1, $5, ancl $6
for the general public. A homeeoming game with Ari:~~ona State will precede the concert.

'

Whots Who

;j

~:

Communist Backs
Alionza AJilitoncy

"'~reenl·n,.
.. of ca.m.pus appli·
.,.,

~ associated students boohstore
•

MEXICO LOBO

James Kennedy

By BOB STOREY
A call for a campus referendum
on the Viet Nam war will be included in the State of the Campus
message to be given to Student
Senate tonight by Associated Students President John Thorson.
Thorson said he felt that the
students should be given a chance
to ex;press their opinions on ·the
war and that he would ask Student Senate to support requests
for a referendum within the semester.
"Should Have Chanee"
1'I think that since President
Johnson's popularity bas declined
so much since June we should
have a chance to say what we feel
about the war," he said.
He said he hoped that national
or loeal authorities could be.
brought in for debates and dis·
cussions with students before the
referendum.
In calling for the referendum
Thorson said he was supporting ·
a local movement of the citizens
Acting For Peace to get a referendum on. the Viet Nam war.
Declines Support
1 1'I don,'t necessarily suppol't
their :position on the war, lte said,
"but I do feel that the students
should be given a chance to express their opinions."
The Citizens Acting for Peace,
a loosely organized group of people against the war, are promoting city and state referendums.
The UNM referendum would be
sponsored by the National and
Inthernationlil Affairs Committee
and the results would be sent to
the President and Congress.
41 The results wpu1d not represent all the students' views but
would rather .give an indication
of some of their feelings," Thorson said.
,.
He suggested that a possible
local authority to discuss the
Vietnamese situation would be
Dr. Foster Rhea Dulles, UNM's
distinguished leeture for tltis
semester.
Dr. Dulles ill teaching two
courses, The Far East and Contemporary Times and Americ&n
Diplomacy. He is considered an

Patronize l.obo Advertisers

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART

***

Tijerina m11vement becauae it
has awakened the SJJanish-Americans to the fact that they are of
some value to the society," 01·
quin said.
1'However,"
he
continued,
"from a legal stand it is absurd
because if anyone has a claim to
the land in question, the Indians
were here first."
Martinez added, "I believe that
(Continued on page 3)

War Referendum

UNM Tennis Stars
Teddy RusseU defeated UNM
teammate Tony Bull for the men's
singles championship of the
Southwest Tennis Tournament
here over the weekend.
Bull then came back with doubles partner Van Hill of El Paso
to win the doubles title. Bull and
Hil lare Lobo teammates and
were the hottest duo in the Southwest for a period last spring,
Russell downed Bull 6-1; 12-10,
for the crown after the two had
battled their way into the finals
of the prestigious tourney.
Bull and Hill downed former
UNM players Steve Foster and
Jeff Quinn 6-4, 6·4 as they breezed
to the title.
The tournament was played at
the Albuquerque Tennis ·Club.

guin, an Indian from Isleta Pueblo, responded to Martinez. "To
say that New Mexico has a tri·
cultural harmony is a farce because that's not the case. But
this does not mean that it is not
possible," he said.
"Revolution is the keynote but
I think we must first decide
whether revolution is to be constructive or deatructive. I can
in a sense condone the post-

and not to precipitate an act of
violenc!l. Unfortunately two peo·
pie · were injured. I am 'l!ad to
say that it was a. goQd thing, because they had it coming to
them," he said.
"Indians - another minority
group~supJJort the recent viol·
ent movements although they
haven't taken a firm stand," he
said.
UNM law student Frank 01·

Thorson Will Ask

.

Begin Southwest
Championships

of tthe Alianza," he said,
"A large number of 'men, women, and children we~:e held in
sheep pens simply for being
members of the Alianza, and I
myself was put in jail on a
charge of . conspiracy to overthrow the government," Martinez said.
"Alianza members descended
on the Tierra Amarilla courthouse to ma)!:e citizens' arrests

At Senate Tonight

FORMER UNM STAR George Scott breaks the tape en route
to one of his many victories as a Lobo trackman. Scott recently
won the AAU five·mile run with a time of 26 minutes 11.8 seconds, The race was over a rugged course in the Sandia Mountains and featured rop distance men from all over the country.
Scott, also a mainstay on the cross-country team, earned distinc·
tion as an AU-American for his efforts while on the Lobo Squad.
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ARVN Called 'Corrupt and Inefficient:'

.·

ous: The U.S. and the American
taxpayers. For the U.S. to blame
the failure of the ARVN is just.
like a father who blames his delinquent son, accusing him of being his son and a young man,
I am not defending the ARVN
and certainly not its leadership. I
know more about its corruption
than Mr. Arnett, having observed
it for several years both inside
and outside. It is no use to expose
all the cases: the list is too long
and would be obscene to the reader.
Often I conversed with junior
officers and simple soldiers and I
am aware of their inner tragedy.
There are insulted by faults not
of their own by the people who
pay them.
.2. Why i~ that the Viet Cong
soldiers-the North Vietnamese
who are as Vietnamese as the
ARVN's soldiers, speaking the
same language, descending from
the same ancestors, sharing the
same history, the same hopes,
eating the same food-are such
good fighters whom the American journalists and soldiers respect and praise?
Recently when I discussed the
ARVN problem with a senior officer, he said cynically: "Their
lack of fighting spirit denotes
their measure of patriotism, Why
shuold they fight under the pre-

sent circumstances?"
Perhaps this is a brutal reply
to the problem but I have .no
doubt that my compatriot is not
expressing a lone opinion. Cases
of conflicts between Vietnamese
and U.S. officers increase with
the degree of control of the U.S.
Army over the ARVN. I understand the U.S. Army dilemma
which actually is the basic weak
point in the whole U.S. military
intervention in South Viet Nam.
3. In many conversations .with
the American man in the street, I
am given the impression that it
is the first time Viet N am has an
army and a government (if one
can call 'the Saigon••regime a :gov.
ernment) and Viet .Nam has
never been a nation .• The ques-

(Continued from page 1)
Bois Club was attending a meeting on Hchicano militattcy'' span-

Thorson Will Ask
War Referendum

tion is: Who defeated the all- the VPA (The. Vietnamese Peopowerful Mongolian armies in the , pie's Army, North Viet Nam),
13th century? Who constantly re- and the LASV (The Liberation
pulsed foreign invasions before Army of South Viet Nam, the~
the U.S. was a nation and before Viet Cong Army.)
the U.S. came to Viet NalJI?
The war in Viet Nam is a
tragedy of great magnitude and
in any tragedy there are only
victims. This is no time for recrimination or anger or frustration. The source of all tragedy is
ignorance, ignorance of the environments, of the human conditions, and of the essence of the
problems man has to face. To an· -''Ifyou need
swer the above questions,: to' shed
, a .}~o'od stiff
a light o~ .the. prC?J>l~ms of the
.b'elt •.•
ARVN, is 'to go into a study of
the histori~al develbpn\.eitt of the
visit our belt
Vietnamese •· Army;' the ARVN,
department."
-

(Continued from page 1)
!PUS. Thorson said there has been
some progress in getting a student housing board to study
dorms and a student health board
to review practices of the UNM
Student Health Center.
"There have been lots of complaints about the treatment of
•.students by some of the personnel at the Center," Thorson said.
He said one of his pet projects
for this year would be to get support from the campus and the
~ town for junior college in Albu.querque. Members. of . the local
Chamber of Commerce have indicated that they could hel:p such a
plan, he said.
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SHE LIKES TO GO •

7• '

National Grant Aids
U. Kidney Research

FORMAL!

Slm~

You'll find we have all tyees
of belts to properly accentuate your college fashion.

RENTS TU~DOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

s~
FIRST AND GOLD DIAL 247·4347
---.. ---·-~

~

Co/Jo Men's Sltop
2120

Central SE

............

ancl
The Cultural Program Committee-Associated Students

present
THE AUTUMN PARADE OF ENTERTAINMENT

l.,i

1i

Sept.

28-7:30

ITS A WIDE WIDE WORLD
MYSTERIES of the BALKANS

p.m.

Gene Wianco and his Film.

5

and

6, 7:00

and

9:00

p.m.

The Darlings of the Frisco Rooftops
Margot FONTEYN- RudolphNUREYEV

OCT.

16-8: 15

"

The

SWAN LAKE

PHYLLIS KIRK
'

'•

.. WAIT UNTIL DARK

aaif&t ·
with Vienna State Orchestra
and Corps de Ballet

Super Chiller by the Author of
·
DIAL M FOR MURDER

Admission by Performing Arts Subscription
or Adults $2.00 Children % price

Admission-Theater Series Subscription or
Reserved Seats-$5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50

UNM STUDENTS $1.00

UNM STUDENTS % PRICE

•
•
•
·•

Ribs
• Chicken
Beef
• Pork'
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies

Hamburger

wllh F.F.

Eve-7:00

and

9:00

A National Science Foundation
grant of $9500 hns been glven to
UNM for resenrch on bncteria
and fungi which :Produce pigments.
The scientist-teacher in charge
of the project is Dr, Ulrich Hollstein, a new faculty member in
the department of chemistry who
formerly taught at Eastern New
Mexico University,
Dr. Hollstein was a post-doctoral fellow at the University of
California at Berkeley. He received all his degrees at the University of Amsterdam, The Nethel,'lands.
· The basic study, he explains, is
to try to discover how micro-organisms, bacteria, and fungi produce pigments -what the chemical processes are, and how the
pigments are produced.

55¢
All Sandwich••
with
French Frl"

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

DISCOUNTS 'fO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

Louis Vrattos
, Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and
American Watches

-

WATCHES·· GIFTS
DIAMOND$

CONTACT

WEARERS!·

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICi!
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

reward.

Wrangler:
Wremember,

the "W" is silent.
Pick up Wrangler jeans for their
leon, rangy look and get a

reword-Wronglok8 , the wrinklefighter finish. It meons neatness forever, ironing never.
Many great jean colors and
fabrics to choose from. These
new wide wale corduroys .
$6.95. The Mr. Wrangler8 hi·
roll hopsock shirt. $5.00. Everything wears better bec:aul;e
there's KOOEL8 in it-a
blend of 50% Kadel poly·
ester/50% combed cotton.
::..:..

One solution for
complete lens care
Lensine's special properties
assure a smoother, non-irritating
lens surface when inserting your
"contacts." Just a drop or two
will do it. When used for cleaning,
a unique Lensine formula helps
retard buildup of contaminants
and foreign deposits on the
lenses. It's self-sterilizing and •
antiseptic. Ideal for wet storage
or "soaking" of lenses. Lensine
reduces harmful bacteria con·
tamination.

All-Women's Council
The All Women's Council will
meet for the first time Wednesday at 3 :30 in Room 231A of the
Union. Each women's organiza•
tion is urged to send a representative. The meeting will be :followed by a reception.

•••

COOPER'S, Albuquerque

TREE CARRYING CASE. Exclusive
removable carrying case with
every bottle of Lensine. The
scientific-and convenient-way
to protect your contacts.

THE FAlR STO~E, Albuquerque

LENSINE from

.]Fe

The Marine Company, Inc.

TUESDAY & TiiURSDAY
11 A.M. • 9:30 P.M.

...eye care specilliat for 70 y..n

FRIDAY & SAlllRDAY
. 11 A.M. • 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
•
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

. 109 YALE BLVD., S.E.

OCT. 31-AII Hallow's

(Continued from page 1)
revolution can only be constructive. What evolution· cannot accomplish .a, revolution. can. Cultural harmony cannot be achieved
without the respect for the belongings of others and the due
process of law. Revolution can
gain this respect.''
When asked if he wa.s in compliance with the statement of
Alianza leader Reies Tijerina
that "he would enlist the aid of
foreign power to oust the United
States government from New
Mexico if necessary," Martinez
responded with a firm "Yes.''

ish-Americans or Indi:J.ns sometime~ used in areas of the Southwest." He added that there are
other terms like "la rasa" which
have a similar meaning.
Kennedy said that the · movement which the Alianza represents "cannot be divorced from
the world prospective. It is pa1•t of
the great third force in the world,
the anti-colonial movement."
"There are many colonial aspects to the situation in New
Mexico, even to the point of having an elite chosen from the popular rank.s to 'represent' the native populations," he said.
When asked what type of activity he might expect to see on
the UNM campus in regard to
chianco militancy, Kennedy said,
"What takes place on campus
depends on. what Spanish, Indian
and white radicals decide to do
·here!'
"I don't know how many Spanish-Americans are on this campus, or how man:v are friendly,
sympathetic, against, or just
.don't give a damn about the cause
of the Alianza," he said.
"I would imagine," he said,
"that the local SDS will support
whatever movements may develop."
Kennedy explained that he was
attending the session as an observer, and that he is not presently a UNM student.

Grant of $9500
Given University
For Fungi Study

(Continued from page 1)
that cities form such neighborhood governments, that money to
solve urban problems be turned
over to black people, that police
and JJational guardsmen not "act
like a conquering army," and that
the war be ended.

p.m.

and all-Broadway cast in .
c!"J"''I•''
Alfred Knott's

Dr. ~Hollstein

Riots •••

Star of Thin Man TV Series
in Person

in an all new, full-length, full color film

.Violence Heeded,
Mortinez 'Cioims

The National Institute of
Health has renewed a one-year
grant of $40,871 to UNM for continuation of resea1•ch by Dr. Solomon Papper on kidney disease.
Dr. Papper, professor and
chairman of medicine in the UNM Asking For Entries
School of Medicine, said the
study has two parts. One deals
with the influence of liver diseases upon the kidney and the
other is an attempt to deal with
basic causes of high blood pressure.
Intercollegiate Arts Affiliated
"The appronch," he stated, "is , is currently compiling an anthothat we are basically interested logy of the arts being produced
in how the kidney is influenced on college campuses today.
by circulation and how the kidney
They are accepting poetry,
influences circulation and blood sketches, and graphic art, photo·pressure.''
graphy (maximum size 4"x6"),
and film criticism (maximum
length 500 words).
Homecoming Queen
The anthology, to be printed in
Non-affiliated junior and senior the national publication, is degirls who wish to sign up to run signed to display to students and
for Homecoming Queen should critics the creativity in colleges
pick up an entry blank in the Ac- and universities across the countivities Center of the Union to- try.
day.
All applicants will be notified
of acceptance or rejection by Nov.
6. The best entry in each field
will be awarded a subscription
to the cultural journal of the entrant's choice.

A personally narrated full color adventure-in-depth into the little known recesses of the Balkan StatesA splendid entertainment. Admission-Travel Series Subscription or Adults $1.50 UNM STUDENTS $1.00. ·

OCT.

sored in the Union Free Speech
Room by .Students for a Demoera tic Society.
Kennedy told The Lobo that
"We, my wife and I, support the
Alianza and any militant movements which may arise in the future."
He added that he is presently
southwest organizer and field
secretary for the national SDS
organization.
Kennedy defined the term "chicano" ~~:s "a slang term for Span-

Group to· Compile
Anthology on Art

CONCERT I-IALL

uirl
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Kennedy Supports Alianza

South Vietnamese Army Has Failed

Editor's Note: Tran Van l,)inh,
South Vietnamese journalist and
lecturer who now live~t in Wash·
ington, D.C., is a regular colum·
nist for the Collegiate Press Service, This is the first in a series
of columns on the Vietnamese
armies.
By TRAN VAN DINH
Collegiate Press Service
On .Sunday, Sept. 17, the major
dailies in Washington, D.C. car<-ctied a full-page article about the
ARVN (Army Republic of South
VietNam) written by Peter Arnett, the Pulitzer Prize-winning
wa1• correspondent for the Associated Press in South Viet Nam.
The Washington Post headlined
the story: "South Vietnamese
Army Fights 5lh Day Week;"
the Star: "South Viet Nam's
Army Found Increasingly Ineffective.'' The Sta1• apologetically
wrote in an editorial that "in view
of the fact that Arnett is a respected newsman and since AP
carried the story, we feel an obligation to present it to our readers."
The article, which reveals nothing new or sensational, should
have been titled: "The Story of
an Army That Failed.'' The failure of the ARVN is an old story.
It has been recognized by the
!J?eople in the U.S. and the Vietnamese people. The steady increase of the U.S. land forces
committed to the fighting in South
Viet Nam (23,000 in 1964, 450,000 in 1967) is a clear admission
of that failure.
Also, only a few days ago, Saigon ousted four generals (according to my information, there will
be at least two more on the list)
and 38 officers .from major to
.coldnel (more in the fu:ture).
Only two of· 44 generals in the
ARVN in 1963 are still holding
their rank. Others were dismissed
and sent into exile abroad. ·
The reason invoked by Presi.-. dent Nguyen Van Thieu and VicePresident NgUyen Cao Ky is: corruption and inefficiency:-mainly
corruption.
This presumes that Thieu and
Ky are above corruption. Administratively speaking, if there is
such a large-scale corruption
(and there is), those who commanded that Army in the last two
years at the very top are re&ponsible: Thieu and Ky.
Atlantic Reveals Scandal
The Atlantic Monthly of Sept.,
1967, revealed an opium-smug.
gling scandal which involved
Colonel Khu Due Hung, the South
Vietnamese Military Attache in
La6s, a member of General Nguyen Ngoc Loan's (Ky's right hand
man and chief of police) military
police.
ll{
The South Vietnamese ambassador to Laos, Pham Trang Nhan
(a career diplomat and a friend
of mine) asked Saigon to recall
Colonel Hung when he was informed of the colonel's smuggling.
Instead, Saigon dismissed the
ambassador.
Later, when Saigon wanted to
nominate a :friend of General Ky
arid General Loan· as- ambassador,
the ilecent Laotian government
politely said no.
Wrote the Atlantic, "It is im!})ossible to estimate police profits
from the opium and gold rackets
and other extracurricular activities. A· former Cabinet minister
gave as his informed opinion that
secret funds available to Ky's
i.• .su.Pporters from these a!ld o~her
~ sources ran to three bilhon p1as•
ters or more than $26 million." ·
With this large-scale col'l'Uption at the top, what good is it to
punish small :fry-the majors and
the colonels?
Several :fundamental ~questions
have to be asked in the case of the
:failure of the ARVN.
1. Who have trained, equipped,
paid, and supported the ARVN
since 1964'I The answer is obvi-
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STUMPED?

247·8579

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career •
consult

p.m.

Giant SIN-IN and WITCH WATCH

• •

From the underground Crypts

The S.INS of the FLESHAPOIDS
and Assorted live(?) Entertainment

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.

Admission By Experimental Film Subscription or Adults $1.50
UNM STUDENTS $1.00
Tickets ·To

All

Events Now Available at Box Office

LOBO FOOTBALL

· Office Hours by Appointment

Phone 265-8288

124 Washington SE
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By ERNIE ROMERO
It didn't really amaze me-the
questionnaire. I'm still trying to
make myself believe it was torn
Staff ------------------ Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia, Craig Guest, post-haste from a public opinion
Daryle Hyman, Sarah Laidlaw, Yvonne Lopez, Greg MacAleese, survey from a political science
--------'--_S_a_l...:ly:....M__:c_C:__o...:y:..:':::.P_:_a_:_u:::.l.::S.:..:la.:..:c.::k:._,B::. .: .ob::. .;.: S_:_to.:. :re:. . . :. y:._,M=ik:::.e:...W.:..:...:i~ course called "Public Opinion and
Propaganda'' last semester here
atUNM.
It's hard however because the
questionnaire put out by the Pe..~.Associated· Students President John Thorson w~ll go be- partment of Health, Education
fore Student Senate tonight to ask for a campus-wide refer- and Welfar!l which was brought .
endum to determine whether UNM students support the to the attention of the Regents
recently is a real federal agency.
war in Viet Nam.
The most salient feature of the
Thorson is responding to a growing feeling of uneasiness questionnaire, that if approved
among students and student leaders across the country, a would have asked me ,to respond
whether I was "white" or ··•span-.
feeling that says that something is wrong, that the United't ish
American," was that it typiStates may just conceivably be doing something wrong in fied the striking paradoxical approach by the HEW and Labor
Southeast Asia.
Departments in attempting to
On the local level the protests both organized and un-; put
theory into practice.
The UNM Students Against the War in VietNam bas not
The paradox is that the feder~
been beard from for a while; Students for a Democratic al government seems to feel that
Society, actively engaged in fighting against the war and Spanish-Americans are being deprived of their civil rights, and
then dormant for some time, could be reactivating.
in attempting to gather statisti-

War Referendum-Where It's At

So far there is no way to really gauge the feelings of
the majority of UNM students about the war. To do so ac.
curately would have been nearly impossible until now. But
now Thorson, acting for student government, is calling for
a referendum.
With Senate support and some interest, as indeed there
must surely be, among the students, a significant vote turn- The ResponsibiUy of a Journalist
out no matter what the outcome would assuredly be beard Dear Editor:
newsreporter's contact with
and felt in Washington, if not by national leaders then at theA reading
public puts him in
least by our own congressmen. And that's where it's at.
a position ·of responsibility, In

Letters

1.

•

Senator Hatfield Strikes Out
Dear Editor:
Sen. Mark Hatfield is clean~
cut, handsome, dynamic, and
even emotional-a rare trait
these days. He is the first politi·
cian I have ever heard who equated a Vietnamese life with an
American. For every American
killed, there are about 12 or 15
Vietnamese killed. Pain and sor~
row travel a two~way road.
The Senator was introduced
as "an angry young man" by Associated Students President John
Thorson. I settled in my seat
awaiting some good things.·
Among other things, he said
that the American people owe
two things to aid their soldiers in
VietNam. One was to back them
•up with all the technology we
have (meaning weapons and
planes, etc.). This paper said
"full financial supportj' which I
think is misleading. Secondly, the
U.S. must do everything it can to
bring them back home.
You don't have to be a logician
to see that these two statements
are completely irreconcilable.
During the question period I
asked the Senator how he could
reconcile these two contradictory
statements. After all, every bullet, every' bomb we send over
there makes us more involved and
entrenched. ad makes it all the
difficult to extricate ourselves.
Sen. Hatfield talked about the
Bay of T1>nkin Resolution, but
Jlever did asnwer my question '
• . • because he couldn't.. Just a

lot of sweet talk. I left feeling
empty and sad. The shining
knight Hatfield is just a mere
politician playing politics, and no
better than the present administration, whose lack of honesty he
was so fervently berating.
William Coleman

Abortion Laws Archaic
Dear editor:
The abortion debate sweeping
America is a smoke screen for
the emancipation of women.
While working for the past eight
years to free our women of the
unjust abortion law, 1 have listened to endless debates on the
medical, religious, and moral ·aspects of abortion. They mostly
end on one note--"you can't trust
wornen." While this goes on millias of good wornen and girls are
humiliated, persecuted, and murdered by archaic Jaws.
The Catholic church seems to
be the only organized effort to
not free our women. Is not the
retention of the Jaw a conflict
between church and state? And
men, bless their innocent hearts,
make and enforce the laws and
the church dogmas. Is this :fair?
Freedom will not come until
women themselves demand it.
The new laws are an offense to
justice. Should a women be forced to plead on bended knee to a
committee of men for a limited
right to· medical attenton she ill
by fair standards entitled to in
the first place? What do you
think?
Du11~an Simmons

The Questionnaire

cal data on this group of people
"officially,'' through the structure of this question, established
the group as separate and distinct to the degree that We are
not white people any more.
In the fiist place l would ser·
iously have to question the initial
assumption that our rights are
being Violated. Even if this as~
sumption is granted, in gathering
this data, do the words "civil
rights" and "poverty"· mean
equated, or hazily given the connotation of nOn-white?
Apparently the connotation or
hazy definition is very real to
our Washington bureaucrats and
some people in our polit{cal
science department. For one
thing it doesn't seem congruent
with the policy of the Bureau of
the Census which in gathering
essentially the same demographical data still lists me as a white
man.
Then again, I keep telling mYself that these same bureaucrats
might have beard about Tijerin·
a's "revolution," listened to his

LETTERS

Letters are welcome, and
should be no longer than 250
words typewritten, double
sp11ced. NlliJle, telephone number and address must be included, althollll:h name will be
withheld upon requeot.

---,
I

TO THE

Dear Editor:
The article of Sept. 25 on the
hippies was sad to read because
the reporter's view was so shalthe rat-race of coming up with low, unfeeling, and stressed the
a juicy story which would make physical Mpects, some of the preeye-catching headlines this re- cise reasons that there is such a
. sponsibility towards the public is "generation ga.p" today. Even the
very often forgotten or ignored. reporter (who I assume is of our
There have always been a few generation) sounds like an old·
black sheep in every community young person.
or group, who, in order to gain
I may not look like a hippie, but
some personal advantage through
it's
what's inside me that makes
!;:heap publicity, do things or
speak things that are revolting. me identify with them in almost
Such acts and words are hungrily every aspect. Due to limited space
scooped up by many reporters (another physical hang-up), I
whose prime interest lies in mak- shall attempt a thumbnail sketch
ing a good headline. Thus we find of the "hippie mystique.''
If you or your parents ask disthat people like the Stokely
gustedly
of the hippie "subculCarmichaels and the Rap Browns
ture"
why?,
then look inward or
are eagerly and faithfully 1·eat
your
parents
and see what
ported, and the public irnage is
shortcoming
in
you
makes you so
badly distorted.
One special case of such re- intolerable. Where are you? Don't
porting was the recent article in throw stones if you live in a glas!l
last Friday's 'Lobo' titled, "The house.
Love- spiritual, physical, and
Foreign Student is Lonely'. In
nonpossessive--is
the center of it
this article one single foreign
student is reported and a mean- all. Of course, one is going to find
ingless generalization is made a few who don't know that scene,
which damages the image of all but that's life, ever since Judas.
Foreigners don't see Americans
foreign students on campus and
as
distant, ll1Bchine-like beings
all those connected with their
activities especially in' the minds without reason, Materialistically
of those who have not had the we are the biggest success of all
opportunity of knowing them per- time, but where is America spiritually and morally? There has
sonally.
The irony in this case lies in got to be more in life than plastic
the fact that this particular stu- seX, beer, TV and 16 years of
dent is known to have quite a "training" (not necessarily edufew American friends on campus. cation) in order to get the dayTherefore, either he was misre- shift or start at $10,000 ;per year.
The hippies just didn't "hapported or it was another case of
pen.''
They are the natural reaccheap publicity•. But imagine the
unnecessary ill-feeling and mis- tion to their past stimuli , •• look
givings created in the minds of clean, like Johnny; cut: your hair;
the readers and the embarrass- go to school; study; work; join
ment caused to the authorities. the army; marry; have kids
And all this happens in !lpite of (they'd best be beautiful and
the fact that most foreign stu- bright) ; join the country club
dents appreciate the friendly and the American Legion; make
-atmosphere of the University and us proud of you, son, etc., etc.
And it's not so much fun for
have the most intimate relations
the daughters either: "She (What
with the American students.
We hope that such mistakea did we do that wM wrong) I is
will not be reported in he future having (We didn't know it was
and the mutual goodwill be main- wrong) I fun (Fun is one thing
tained on all sides.
money can't buy) I Something in-:Maneck Bhujwala side that was always denied for

Falling Angels Take Honors
Two sports clubs and a political
group claimed top honors at the
annual Activities Night Friday
at the UNM Union.
About 60 booths were erected
by campus interest groups hopeful of attracting new members
for the coming ye~~or. Taking off
on the evening's theme, "Be-In,"
the Falling Angels Skydiving
Club won honors for the best
theme with "Drop in With
F.A.S.P.C."
A satire on westerns and space
won the most original prize for

so many years. Bye, Bye/ She's
leaving home, bye bye.'' The Beatles are not talking in riddles;
they just tell it like it is.
Hippies often are concerned
with wholesome foods. Away with
the chemicals and poisons we consume daily! Our senses are almost extinct ••• so colors, sounds,
textures are a new-:found joy. As
for all the controversy about
drugs . • • don't knock it if you
haven't tried it.
But these are all manifestations of deeper matters. Work is
not necessarily virtue. Someday
maybe we l!halllive without working. Hippies have solved the problem of the cybematic revolution.
Work soon may be obsolete (like
the 1968 car in six months) and
education becomes increasingly
more irrelevant, Our working life
or our non-working Iile? Which
cne?
And why work for a society
pretty much committed to a permanent war economy? ln the battlefield or executive suite, it's all
the same. With so much wealth
and leisure we must turn on our
esthetic sense or die of boredom
silently.
Questions are being posed that
must be answered.
William Coleman

RAYMOND G. LEDDY, a senior foreign service officer with the
U.S. Department of State, is UNM's first "diplomat·in·residence.''
Leddy will be available l!,S a,n .authority em international rellltions
and Latin-American alfairs for consultation with student$ and
fa~!ulty. He will also be avai~able for speeches a-nd other programs
in Albuquerque and ~Jsewhere'in the state.
· .
· ·. , .
.
-

~

Special Collection Exhibit:
Now On Display In Library
Representative :items selected
from various sections of Zimmerman Library are now on display
in the table-type exhibition cases
near the library's enttance.
Phil Fangman, special collections librarian, has arranged the
exhibitions as introductions to
the various areas of interest.
Included in the exhibit is an
1846-47 New Mexico map :from
the University's map collection of
over 50,000 examples. Captured
German and Japanese war maps
are also shown.
Autographed copies of works
by Gertrude Stein and D. H.
Lawrence are included the rare

book collection. New Mexico
materials are shown from the
microfilm repository.
.Personal letters from settlers
in the 1800's represent the archives with the New Mexico history
area providing Bancroft's "History of Arizona and New Mexico.''
The current display will be on
view until Oct. 12,

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Apowa, now Gamma Sigma
Sigma colony, service sorority,
will have a rush party tomorrow
night at 7:30 p.m. in Hokona
Lounge. UNM women, both Greek
and independent, are invited to
attend,

Patronize
Lobo Aclvertisers

The Kiva Club, orgaJtization
for Indian students and friends
at UNM, took second as most
attractive with the Air Force
ROTC and the Latin Ame:ricans
sharing third-place honors.
COORS FLORAL
SHOP
649 COC>rs Blvd. S.W.
242-9940 - 242·9230
Student

prices Qn corsages

Panel To Review
U. Econ Program
. A. pa;nel <.of distinguished
economists will be at UNM Oct.
9-11 to review the-·· operations of
the economics department and
other aspects of the UNM. community,
The group is the third in a
series of visiting committees sponsored by a grant to UNM fJ,"Om
the Danforth Foundation, . ',l'he
visitors, all eminent in their
fields, are being invited to the
campus to evaluate areas within
their competency and to make
recommendations for the future.
The economics committee will
meet with UNM administrators,
departmental :faculty members,
and students, They will also inspect the physical facilities and
check the day-to-day and longrange plans of the department.
Areas of major concern are faculty recruitment, student instruction, research, and long-range objectives.

Circle Kto Organize
U. Service Projects

·concert Holt
Special Concert Hall I.D. Cards which
entitle you to 50 per cent discount or;t tickets
are now being issued free at SUB Box Office
Please present Activity Ticket when requesting I.D. Cards.
~

and now.··

JADE J. EAST~

CORAL

Clrcle K, an international service organization, will meet Thursday, Sept. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 231-B of the Union. All
old members and freshman men
with Key Club experience are
urged to attend.
Roy Brimhall, a UNM senior
majoring in business and biology,
has been named president of
Circle K. The newest service organization on . campus. Circle K
will work with the March of
Dimes and support se¢ce projects on campus.
Brimhall was one of three students from UNM who attended
the recent International Conclave
of Circle K at Ottawa, Canada.
Others were Jim Nohl and Bob
Augsberger.

A NEW AFTER SHAVE & COLOGNE

Soccer Club

VISIT YOUR
MONEY
'

.

If you haven't gotten the word about the American Bank of Com·
merce, tune In on the several thousand ~udenls who do their
banking right here at the Univer5il}' of New Mexiw. It d01!$n't
take muth to turn an an actount-lther checking, savings, or a
special thriftycheck account for those with small balances. Drop by
en route to the bookstore. You'll be pleased at the friendly service
you get right here on campus at the Unlvet·
sity of New Mexico's own bank, the Amerltan
Bank C>f CC>mmerce. We'll tune you In on a lot
of gaod services that'll turn you on. DrC>p by.

AMERICAN
BANK of
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Will Continue Until Oct.· '12

Education Screening
Planned for Tuesday
A screening session for students wishing to be admitted to
teacher education programs will
be held Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 6:3{}
p.m. and Saturday, Oct. 1, at
12 :30 p.m. in the College of Ed·
ucation Kiva..
Applications are available at
the receptionist's desk in the College of Education. Admission re·
quirem.ents include a 2,0 scholar·
ship index, 26 hours of earned
credit, and successful completion
of the English Proficiency Exam
or English 010.
Students should consult the col.
lege about further requirements.

the Young Americans :for Freedom while the Ski Club's entry,
designed as a Swiss chalet, was
the most attractive booth.
Other winners on theme were
the Sandia Grotto, second, with
a simulated grotto, and Geneva
House, headquarters for the
United Campus Christian Fellowship, placed third.
A slogan, ~·we've Been In,"
won second pla!:e in originality for
the Student Veterans, with the
Bahai and the Indo-Americans
trying for third.

Here Oct. 9-11

A NAIL?...... .
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EDITOR

Mr. Jones and the Hippies

Wednellday, Septeni"r 27;.1967

I

and incredibly believed
his descriptions of the belabored
conditions confronting SpanishAmericans in New Mexico. It's
juat hard for me to believe that
in 1967 in attempting to "help"
actually the HEW has aggravated a harmonious relationship.
It's one thing when a federal
agency in worrying about my
civil rights will try to ram me
down some business man's throat
because my last name is Romero,
and quite another when that
agency attempts to ·make a historical ethnic difference a racial
distinction.
Just where is the freedom that
I possess as an American citizen,
for si~ generations now, to develop my own talents and make
salable these talents through my
own initiative ana in a dignified
manner? Or is this civil rights
stuff in which I am included as
a Spanish-American intended to
make me expect to get something
for nothing, to depend on the
"fed" to be fed, like so many in
contemporary America?

"

----7~----~---1

The UNM Soccer Club will
meet today at 5:30 p.m. at the
coronado fields adjacent to C<ir·
onado men's dormitory. All interested persons are invited to
attend. Election of officers and
general organization are tbe
main items on the agenda.

AFTER SHAVE from $2.50
COLOGNE from $3,00
SWANK Inc.-Sole Di$lribulor

Der Chile Dog
Del' Mustard Dog
Der Kraut Dog

Just 5 Min. From Campus
(Via Copper)

YOU

ARE
HERE

DerPolish
Dog

18¢

50¢
Drinks
10¢ and 20¢

COMMERCE
Third •nd Centralllc!wntown

PHONt: 247-1021

Unlot; luildln1. Uni..,ill; of !lew Mexito

Albuquerquo Sunport

Central at Sierra

J)tt Wttntr~tbnit?el a!!'
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Pikes vs. Phi Delfs

lntramurals Start Today
With Five Grid Contests
Monday and will include make-up
By MIKE WILL
,,
games
and any changes made in
Ten teams are slated for ~c
the
schedule.
tion today as Intramural tlil~
.:-. ''
...
football kicks off the 1967 sea~on Toda;v's Sche~\!1!'>·. ~·;<;;:··:
with defending champion Pi JC;ap- 3 :M.fti~o\, ~lii'~..;..~~:.fieita vs. Kappa Alpha opening against Phi pa Alpha.
;',:•
· ' ..
.
Field No; 2, Pi l{appa Alpha vs. Ph•
Delta Theta at 3:45 p.m.
Theta.
. I h
s·
The Greeks and Dorm League Delta
Fiid No. 3, Lambda Ch• A P a vs, lit·
rna
Chi.
s·
·
II will be the only leagues to see
Field N 0. 4, Phi Sigma Kappa vs, II!'·
action today. The Greeka open ma Alpha Epsilon .
vs.
"
Field No. 5, 811!'1110. Ph•' Ep.•"llon
with :five games, all at 3:45; the Alpha·
Kappa Lambda.
Field No. 7, Kearney vs. Publo. .
dorm teams will begin 11lay at
Field Np. 81 Comanehero vs. Nava;so.
4:45 or as soon at the first games 4:45P.M.
,
M
I
Field No. 7, K1owa vs. esca ero.
are completed.
Field No. 8, Chimay!> vs, Tewa.
Thirty-nine teams combine to
form five leagues this year as
Albuquerque Journal sports
compared to 33 teams and fou~ · editor LeRoy Bearman sugge~ts
divisions in 1966. The five leagues that New Mexico may surpnse
are: League I-Greek, League II some people this fall. "Pride is
and III-dorm, League IV and one of the most noticeable intanV-independents.
gibles of the Lobo gridders, 1967
The Greek organization is com- edition " writes Bearman. ' 1The
prised of 10 teams led by the de• subtle 'art of goldbricking isn't
fending all-University champion practiced. These kids seem to
Pikes. They are Phi Gamma. Del- think they are winners even if
ta Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi S1gma opposing coaches and area exK~ppa, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha perts snicker at their image."
Kappa Lambda, Sigma Alpha Ep·
silon (which was second in football last year), Sigma Chi, Phi
18 Holes
Delta Theta, and Kappa Atpha
Order.
League IV of the independents
consists of six teams.: the College
Inn; Newman Center; Th~ A;ni·
mals (no relation to the smgmlf
.··"}.~:

I'

By NOOLEY RElNHEARDT
for the squad. He not only has
The New Mexico football team good speed in running back David
has .not yet reached the point Bookert, but both lines al;'e also
where Coach Bill Weeks would quick.
have liked it to be for the openThe defensive secondary boasts
ing game, but don't let such an good speed !lnd will be stresse.d i~
observation be misleading.
practice this week. Weeks 1sn t
Already the Lobos have sur- sure how the Lobo pass defense
prised many pJ.'e-season critics, improved after the Iowa S~te
and quarterback Terry Stone, a game since defensive halfback
transfer from Baylor, broke (or Joe Presente was ejected early
helped to break) 12 school re~- in the Brigham Young contest.
ords in his second appearance m Present Big Help
a Lobo jersey.
Presente is expected to be a
The Wolfpack goes after its big help in the Lobo pass defense
second win of the season Satur- and how much difference his apday against ·Iowa State Univer- pearance can make in a game
sity.· in :Atlles. ·
wo)l't be certain until after the
WantTdltlay ·
Iowa State game.
Weeks is pleased with the
The primary reason the team is
progress the team is making and behind schedule in development
says one of the biggest assets is is the number of new people on
"that the players want to play.'' the squad. In addition to th&
He adds "They also have the newcomera, the veterans must
self-confidence necesary w win." also learn new offensive and deTeam speed is another thing: the fensive alignments.
:h::;::ea::::d:_:c::o=ac:.:h::...:c::.on::.s:.:i..::de.::r..::s_a_b_i..=g..;.~.:;.p--:Iu_s...,.--~But Weeks th--in__ko:os===:=-:-::;;

NM Tech to Open
New Golf Course

I'

,.

I'

,.

group); Snuffers, Inc; Alpha Phl

•

orroWI a car or
ajoyride isn't the biggest aime
in the world. ut ifs a start.
When a kid takes a car for a
joyride he~s heading one way- to
a reformatory.
And after that maybe to jail.
He may not be a bad kid, just
a weak one. And that key you left.
in your ignition is one temptation he
can't pass up.
But the minute he hops behind
that wheel and turns the key, his
life may be ruined.
He11 drive. around for a few
.
hours. endangering the
life of every man, woman and child
_, ... _,.., .. ~,..-.h-~ ... -- .. ·---·-

·--~

................. ··-- '"" .................

~·~ .. ,..

_,.

~

Lobos Will Work
On Defense Pion

for a joyride is just the first step.
who crosses his path.
He might be caught the very
Our prisons are fiUed with men
first time he takes a car. Or if he's
who started out this way. They
not caught by the poJice h~11 leave
went on to become thieves,
your car somewhere·and decide to
~~gge~, and even killers.
do it again, and again, until the day
You can do something to help
he does get caught.
.,...*",·· solve this terrible problem.
Whenever you get out of your
Teen-agers steal more than
1~000 cars every day.
car, even for a second, take
The U. S. Department of
your keys. Lock your car.
Justice and your state and local
Look at it this way.
law-enforcement agencies are
Every time you do this you
concerned.'
may ~eep a good boy from
They know that taking a car
going had .

.... --··• ,.•.• -·- ...... ·.. -· .... •···· ........................... _

-~ ........._.

.... .. • •. ...... .. •.

"" ·--·

Don't help a good boy go bad. Lock your car.

i'

Omega; and Navy ROTC. The
Law School, Navel Enlisted Special Education Program, Colunl•
bia Athletic Club, Engineers
Mother Carey's Chickens; trrabs,
and the Baptist Student Union
make up the group of independents-League V.
The men's residence hall (Leagues II & III) will play al lof
their games on the two fields
which are located on a triangle
just east of the tennis courts.
All games will be played on the
south campus fields. Only basketball or gym shoes will be allowed,
and players must wear shoes. A
new schedule will be posted each

. . ~D-.~·····
Take your keys.
C"o""'c.'"" ~

"· · ..... ·•·· - .... ··· ·· •· -· ··

•--··-"-'-
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NMSU Priest to Talk I-I ere
A new presentation of lectures, ordination. He feels that they ager for the National Orchestra
slides, and music describing a face "deep emotional conflicts, Association. But he gave up his
New Mexico priest's efforts to often pulled, by their vocational music career to work with young
make religion more meaningful and personal interests away from people as a Dominican priest.
for college-age people will be the religion of their youth."
given at 8:30 p.m. Saturday,
The Newman Chapel at NMSU
Sept. 80, at the UNM anthropolo- was built entirely by . students.
gy building.
Designed by Albuquerque archThe show describes the pro- teet Gerald Gasparich, the chapel
gram of the Newman Center at has a handsome altar supported
New Mexico State University, by black granite stones from the
Las Cruces, which is led by the nearby Organ Mountains.
Rev. Blase Schauer, a native of
The altar is frequently decoGallup.
rated with native New Mexican
The presentation will be spon- plants such as yuccas and tumbleThe Women's Extramural
sored by the New Mexico Coun- weeds. New Mexico folk songs in Council has begun organization
cil of Churches and the liturgy Spanish are often sung by the for the first. sportsday of the year
committee of St. Thomas Aquinas students. Father Schauer also in- to be held at New Mexico State
Parish at UNM. It is titled, "The volves the students in working University Oct, 6.
Winds Thy Messengers, the with Indians at the nearby vilOrganizational meetings will
Flaming Tongues Thy Servants," lage of Tortugas.
be held this week for the sportsfrom the 108rd Psalm.
Father Schauer received a day, which will include both inTickets are available at Reid- bachelor's degree from the Uni- dividual and dual sports. Women
ling's downtown and at the UNM versity of California and a mas- interested in tennis will begin
Newm;m Center, 1815 Lomas ter's degree in musicology at practices this week, with a badN.E., at $3 for adults ad $1.50 Columbia University. He spent minton interest group scheduled
for students.
several years with the Robert for Tuesday, Sept. 26, at 4 p.m.
Father Schauer has worked Shaw Chorale, and later was Ji- in Room 15, Carlisle Gymnasium.
with college-age people since his brian a11d music personnel manOther sports included in this
first sportsday are bowling, swiming, golf, ping-pong, volleyball,
Feb. 3, April 6, July 6
basketball, ·softball, dancing, skiing, field hockey, track and field,
and gymnastics.
The Women's Extramural
Council works to provide the
women athletes at UNM a chance
for practice and competition, and
The National Teacher Exami- by several states for certifica- is also responsible for organizing
nations for college seniors pre- tion or licensing of teachers. women's sports for intercollegiparing to teach school will be Some colleges also require all ate competition.
administered Feb. 3, April 6, and · seniors preparing to teach to
July 6, 1968.
take the examinations.
Prospective teachers at UNM
On each full day of testing
should contact the school systems prospective teachers may take the
in which they plan to seek em- Common Examinations, which
ployment, their college, or the measure the professional prePlacement Office for specific ad- paration and general cultural
vise on which examinations to background of teachers, and one The Union games area will spontake and on which dates they of 13 Teaching Area Examina- sor a billiards tournament beginshould be taken.
tions which measure mastery of ning Monday, Oct, 2, at 7:30 p.m.
The Educational Testing Serv- the subject they expect to teach. in
the games area.
ice, which prepares and adminisConstests
in men's 14-1 and
ters the tests, announced recently
three-rail
billiards
and women's
that the examinations will be Homecoming Dance
14-1
billiards
are
scheduled.
An
given at nearly 500 locations in
All
students
interested
in
serventry
fee
of
50
cents
will
be
the United States.
ing on the Homecoming Dance charg~d.
.
Results of the NTE are used Committee are asked to a meetThose interested are asked to
by many large school districts in ing tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room
contact Bob Cook in the games
the selection of new teachers and 250-E of the Union.
area or show up Monday night.

U.Women's Group
Pions Sportsdoy

v. 11 V\0,'8'

C!o f~

EXICO

PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS 6 BUTTONS. If we
dl>n't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for sampleB and list, MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax. Denver, Colonu!o. 80220.

Our Seventy-First Year ol Editorial Freedom

LOST
LOST PUPPY. Reward for information
leading to recovery of male Maltese-Terrier. Charcoal & White, long hair. ~hort
tail Near University. Name: 11Jeff~r- ·
son"". White face-black nose & e:vm.
Call CH 3-5730. 9/27, 28, 29; 10/2.

Vol. 71
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Value of NSA Congress
Debated by U. Delegates

LAUNDRY FOR LOVERS
We have some ot the cutest lrirlll
who come to our laundry and coin-op
dry cleaners-honest I .Just ask one of
the male ~~ottendanta who Is iBIWIIl'll on
duty-be"D tell :vou. Guys-face it I
You not onlY wa!lt a cute lrirl-but
one that is reasonablY clean. Resular
attendance at our lanndry Is :vour
surest guarantee of meeting a cute,
e~ea.. girL That girl is t1010 (or has
just left. perish the thought) at
SPEED QUEEN LAUNDRY CENTER which is across from the Safe
way Store on Central, which is acrQ6s
the .street from tbe Lobo Theater,
which is across the street from • • •
it's h!lrd to explain but the address is
lovers I Wherever you are I
107 Dartmoutb S.E. Come Young

2

LOCATIONS

2408 Central SE -

Phone 243-4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

KDEF

"WAlT UNTIL DARK," a melodrama written by Frederick Knott
8Dd starring Phyllis Kirk, will be pres(!nted at the UNM Concert
HaD Oct. 16. The play opened first in New- York on Feb. 2, 1966,
to the acclaim of critics and audiences, and continued for 374 performanees to Dee. 31, 1966. Shown here in a scene from the
play is Phyllis Kirk, right, and her only aUy, Gemma Dennis, in
her lraUle against three brutal crooks.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

LOBO FOOTBALL

By SALLY McCOY
There are enough parking
spaces for students on campus if
they are willing to utiijze the lots
which are open to them, a recent
UNM police survey shows.
There were 360 vacant spaces
in the new Lomas Blvd. lot at 11
a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 19, the survey disclosed. Nor is the lot filled
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings.
This year there was a total

Get Your

Special Pizza Ticket
and Save Meal Money

By ROBERT A. GROSS
BROOKYLN, N. Y. (CPS)Plans to set up a union of students in New York City- an idea
originally proposed at this summer's National Student Association (NSA) Congress-are moving slowly,
At a .meeting recently student
representatives from 10 New
York City colleges set up an informal committee of campus organizers as a possible first step
toward forming such a union.
But at the same time, the
group stressed that student government and "student power''
leaders must build strong constituencies on their campuses before
any city-wide union could be effective.
First Plan Vetoed
The students rejected a proposal that a city-Wide union with
chapters on each city campus be
established immediately to ;provide funds and manpower to support protests at local colleges.
The proposal for a union was
made by Jay Dravich, student
body president at Long Island
University's Brooklyn Center. He
had orgqnized the meeting, the
first of a series to be held around
the courttey to discuss the union
of student ideas.
At last month's National Student Association Congress 1,200
students from· mo1•e than 330 colleges called for local unions of
students to bargain collectively

2600 CENTRAL SE

5700 Central SW
242-0811

hours: 2 p.m.- II a.m.

Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
2 p.m.-3 a.m.

247-0066 & 243-0939

OPEN 10 AM to 3 AM
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY

to 4 AM

gain of approximately 900 new
parking spaces, the largest sin•
gle addition being the Lomas Jot
with a 640-car capacity. About
300 spaces were lost, leaving an
addition of 600 parking spaces
to be found around the campus.
The parking difficulty arises
because UNM is a commuter university. Eighty-three per cent of
the students live off-campus and
therefore parking is a major
consideration.

"We realize it is an inconvenience for the students to have
to walk from the lots east of
Johnson Gym to a class in the
engineering
complex,"
Chief
Planner Robert Riley said, "but
if parking is permitted in the
interior section of campus, classroom buildings would then have
to be constructed around a central parking area. This would
cause too great a distance between the classroom buildings.''

arge
Tomato & Cheese
PIZZA

for

$

FREE

& fAST
DELIVERY

:

.

,,~
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Drugs 'Health Problem'
The drug resolution stated that
state legislatures should consider
drug addiction as a health problem instead of as an unlawful
act. Martin said, "I went into the
debate completely against the use.
of drugs in any form but after
hearing the medical facts I took a
very different view.''
Martin told the audience that
participants in the drug debate
were warned not to speak to anyone about the debate because "we
could be subpoenaed to lVashington to testify on the 'drug conference.' We were instructed to
treat everyone as though he were
a cop.''
"I will have to say that the '· '
reports given by the delegates
were inaccurate. The only delllgates who can give an honest
evaluation of the Congress are
myself, Steve Black (NSA Coordinator), and Rusty Bauman,
because we attended all of the
debates and were fully aware of
what was hapepning," McAdams
said.
"Congress Is Not NSA"
"The NSA Congress is not
necessarily the NSA. Facts were
distorted by the news media and
isues such as black power were
looked on with distaste aimplv
because the term "black power''
· has· bad' ·connotations. The balllc
part of the black power resolutipn, that ot turning the gtlid- ··.J#I
ance of the Negroes' destiny over
to the Negroes, was misunderstood as was much of what actually went on," he said.
Black said, "I frankly voted
against the black power resolu"(Continued on page 2)

Instead Yale has been closed
to through traiDc, allowing atudents to walk to claBBrooms and
the Union without interference
from drivers seeking parking
spaces. Lots on Yale are now
used by the faculty.
Students do not want to have
to walk to classes because New
Mexico is a "community of parking at the door," Riley said. But
perhaps if the student realizes
that the University is arranged
as it is in order to allow him
more closely situated classroom
areas and more pleasant walking conditions within the campus, he will be willing to walk a
'
few extra blocks from where he
Associated Students President
parks, he said.
John Thorson postulated his administration's theme of "visible
Cars or People?
government"
in his State of the
The
UNM
campus
can
be
suitwith administrators over issues strations on various issues. "Even
Campus
address
last night before
able
for
.
either
people
or
cars,
of student life, curriculum, and if there isn't one issue on which
Senate.
· "'·
Student
but
not
for
both,
he
said.
9
deciother matters.
you could all agree to demon-· sion must be made soon as to
Citing many programs already
Steve Black, NSA coordinator strate, administrators would be
which shall be preferred, he con- implemented this summer, and offor UNM, said last night that damn scared if separate demon- tinued.
fering several concrete plans for
the UNM delegation voted against strations were held on five or six
the
upcoming year, Thorson· said
Though for the present the
·the idea at the congress; hence campuses at the same time," be
that
"students will know this year
parking situation seems to be unUNM has no plans to ~articipate said.
that
student government is prescontrol, the lack of available
in any subsequent conferences on
But although most of the stu- der
ent
and
working on campus."
land near campus poses a major
the issue.
dents at the session agreed with problem
Thorson
said he worked acfor the future.
Dravich suggested that a union, calls for student power, they detively
for
five
preparing
Possibly by next year and cer- to assume the months
whose chapters would be financed cided only to set up an informal
office.
by a "head tax" on students at coordinating committee, whose tainly by 1970 there will be more
ASUNM presidents have hiseach school, was needed to pro- members would meet regularly to cars on campus than spaces to torically delayed assumption of
mote student power on city cam- exchange information on student park them. Up until now the the office until the school year
parking difficulties have been
puses.
power activities on their cam- taken care of on a yearly basis. starts.
Lack of Support Noted
puses.
Thorson said the International
But now, Riley said, a thorough
He noted that an eight-day. boyApproximately 75 students from evaluation of the parking sit- Center and the Alert Center are
cott of classes by BrooklYn Cen· 15 campuses attended the meetoperating in full force, and many
uation wil lhave to be made to other
ter students last spring drew lit- ing, but the number fell to less plan
concrete programs are in
for the future.
tle support from students at other than 50 after a four-hour discusmotion as a result of lengthy efcity schools and ultimately failed. . sion of the relative merits of 11top- Shuttle Bus Discussed
forts on the part of personnel
A shuttle-bus system from the acting this summer.
' The boycott, supported initially down" versus "grass-roots" orby most facult members at LIU, ganizing among students. At the lots near the stadium building is
For example, students were
was held to protest the firing of end, most representatives agreed being discussed.
saved $180 this summer when the
Another possibility is the cost of student directories was
Brooklyn Center provost William that the level of student conC. Birenbaum, as well as other sciousness varied so ·greatly building of more parking lots completely eliminated by negotiaissues.
among students at New York near the campus if land can be tions with a firm who took over
Dravich argued that if students City colleges that forming a re- obtained. · The cost of under- the cost in exchange for adverfrom other city campuses had gional union would be premature. ground parking areas or above tising. in the publication, he said.
joined the picket lines, the LIU
In regard to upcoming proSome members of the group ground parking structures is unboycott might have succeeded, "I questioned whether students were reasonable, Riley said. For un- grams, Thorson called for a camwant to see us now organize a really committed to achieving stu- derground parking the cost is pus-wide Viet Nam referendum
movement in the city so that stu- dent ;power. "A student strike approximately $4000 per space in the next few months. He also
dents aren't treated at other probably isn't valuable unless and for a structure about l2000 indicated that there is a strong
possibility that Stokeley Carschools at they were at LIU/' he you're really willing to dig in," per space, he said,
The problem is that money for michael will be among the list
told the meeting.
said Paul Mitman, of the New
Along the same line, NSA Pres• York regional office of Students these facilities cannot be taken of campus speakers tllis year.
The list also includes Dr. Marident Ed Schwartz suggested to for a Democratic Society. "One from the; building or landscaping
the gt•oup that they might co- weapon students have is refusing funds alteady established. No tin Luther King, Jr., F. Lee
mattet• what the solution, parking Bailey, Dr. Joyce Bt•others, and
ordinate their own local demon(Continued on page 8)
will have to pay for itself,
Mchbishop Jame$ A, Pike,
..., ' ...

Plans for Union of St:udent:s
Bog at: New. York Meeting

FRANK'S PIZZA

No~ 2

By WAYNE CIDDIO
WidE!ly varied and conflicting
opinions on the value of the summer's National Student Association Congress were voiced by
Congress delegates in reports
given to Student Senate last
night.
Jim McAdams, elected to the
National Supervisory Board of
NSA. during the Congress, aaid,
"The Congress was .. a complete
bust from the administrative and
organizational viewpoint, but
NSA is working on some fantas- ·
tic projects that everyone can
benefit from."
McAdams, former vice-president of the Associated Students
of UNM, spoke after three other
delegates had given their impressions of the Congress as "disappointing, unorganized, and a complete fiasco."
Bill Carr, ASUNM vice-president and one of the delegates to
the Congress, said, "I felt that
great headway was made in regional cooperation but the Congress as a whole was a great disappointment. I do not believe that
the role of NSA, is to draft re-

Parking Space Adequate, .Police Soy

WELCOME UNM STUDENTS

Try Franks
PIZZA
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When Out
WEST

"8>9

Varsity Barber Shops

U. Seniors Planning to Teach School
Should Take National Teacher Exams

Monday Cues Start
Of Pool Tournament

'7

U1" 3~'

WANT ADS

OLAS.SIFIED ~VERTJSING RATES:
4 Une ad., 65--4 tim.., ,2.00. ~~~~~
must be submitted by noon on day ...,.ore
publication to Room 159,· Student Publir.ations Buildlns. or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
ROOM&BOARD
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations available. 20 meals a w~
maid & linen service, co!<>.• '1N, s~
ming pool, laundry fBCJiities, pnvate
parking walking distanoe to campus.
Moderaiely priced. 803 Ash NE. Phone
248-2881.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sal"'! & Services, all
makes. 20 pereent discount Wlth thiS .ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Manday 6 thunday. E 6 E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
FOR SALE
1966 YAMAHA YA-6 Motore;vele. Excellent condition. can ·Bob, 24ll.oo66
after 6 p.m. 9/25, 27, 28, 29
FORSALE
•
1956 RAMBLER MetropOlitan, rmmmg
condition. $150. Call after 5 p.m. phone
no. 268-4906. 9/27, 28, 29; 10/2.
ALASKAN Malamutes, PU.PPies and atud
service. Phone 247-2602. 9/,27, 28, 29;
10/2.
'
STUDENT Representative tor PLAYBOY
Magazine now hilS special rates for
UNM students. Call 247-9082. 9/27, 28,
29; 10/2.

'f) '

'

'Visibility' Theme
Of Thorson Tolk

